U.S. Essay Writers
Getting into U.S. colleges and universities is not just about taking tests and collecting piles of
documents. U.S. universities value creative competitions, the most important of which is writing an
admissions essay and an essay. Here it is necessary to have an ideal knowledge of English, have an
interesting idea, and implement it qualitatively. After that the work requires professional viewing,
editing and commenting. This is what a well-known service does.
What are the features ?
This American company has been on the service market since 1997 and knows the intricacies of
entering US universities. On the site, each applicant will find the package of services that he needs,
provided by professional editors. The service stands out because it attracts graduates from wellknown American universities (Stanford, Yale, Harvard, Columbia University). These are specialists
who understand all the details of the requirements to the texts of applicants.
An important feature of the company is working with various academic areas. Say, the client is
planning to enter the legal specialty. He can go to the section "Law" ("Law") and look through
examples of essays, typical errors, as well as questionnaires of editors working with this topic. This
also applies to the sections "Medicine", "MBA", a whole list of directions in the section
"Academic".

U.S. Essay Writers
EssayEdge provides not only editorial, but also consulting services. This favorably distinguishes the
resource among others. In this case, consulting contains brainstorming sessions with the editor. This
is the best option for those who have not decided on the topic, structure or style of the text.
How to choose the service package and the editor?
The resource works on the maximum improvement of each text. The customer should decide on his
introductory goals and the level of the written essay. Sometimes, it is enough just to make
corrections or stylistic errors. Sometimes the customer plans to submit documents in parallel to
several universities with different requirements. According to this, the types of services are
available:
Proofreading. This is a proofreading of the work, correction of all errors and maintenance of the text
with comments. The client will receive an edited text with tips that can be used to create other
works.
Standard. The standard package includes not only full essay editing and criticism, but also possible
rereading. The customer can finalize his work and check it again with the help of the editor.
All In One. All In One is for applicants who are applying to several colleges or universities. Three
or more pieces of work will be proofread, corrected, and accompanied by comments. A re-check is
also possible.
Premier. The Premier package will help anyone who has not yet begun writing an essay. A

telephone conversation with the editor will help you decide on the subject, style and structure of the
text. Repeated communication - discussion at the stage of editing. Critical comments will also be
provided to the texts.
Their detailed description on the site will help you to determine the service you need. There is also
round-the-clock customer support, managers will consult and guide on the company's service
packages.
Work on an orde
The Essay writer service team will accept the customer's order as soon as he registers at the
resource, selects the service, pays for it and downloads his work. A big plus is that the work on texts
within the Proofreading and Standart packages takes up to 48 hours. All In One takes up to 7 days,
Premier - 14 days
So, the service helps applicants to colleges and universities in the U.S. to present themselves with
an essay. Fast professional services of editors will help both Americans and foreign applicants. Read
more here:

